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Any theory of human visual object recognition must be
able to account for our remarkable ability to achieve ob-
ject constancy—that is, our ability to recognize objects de-
spite transformations—such as scaling, position changes,
and plane and depth rotation—that drastically alter the
image subtended by an object. Arguably, our ability to
achieve object constancy over depth rotation provides the
most stringent test of the visual recognition system, since
two views of an object separated by a rotation in depth
will frequently differ in occluding contour and the visi-
bility of features and parts, as well as in the spatial rela-
tions between features and parts. Scaling, position changes,
and plane rotations do not result in such extensive image
alterations, and artificial intelligence solutions to the prob-
lem of achieving object constancy over these last trans-
formations are relatively straightforward.

Interestingly, there has been less research into the ef-
fects of depth rotation on object recognition than into the
effects of plane rotation, scale, and position transforma-
tions (see, e.g., Biederman & Cooper, 1991a, 1991b, 1992;
Jolicoeur, 1985). However, recent studies have examined
the naming of both familiar depth-rotated objects (see,
e.g., Humphrey & Jolicoeur, 1988, 1993; Palmer, Rosch,
& Chase, 1981) and novel objects (see, e.g., Tarr, Hay-
ward, Gauthier, & Williams, 1994), the priming of iden-
tification of familiar objects (see, e.g., Bartram, 1974; Bie-

derman & Gerhardstein, 1993; Srinivas 1993, 1995), the
matching of familiar objects (see, e.g., R. Ellis, Allport,
Humphreys, & Collis, 1989; Humphrey & Lupker, 1993;
Lawson & Humphreys, 1996), the matching of novel,
depth-rotated objects (see, e.g., Biederman & Gerhard-
stein, 1993; Farah, Rochlin, & Klein, 1994; Tarr et al.,
1994), and recognition memory for novel objects (see,
e.g., Edelman & Bülthoff, 1992; Humphrey & Khan,
1992; Rock & Di Vita, 1987; Rock, Di Vita, & Barbeito,
1981). Unfortunately, these diverse studies have not pro-
vided a clear and consistent picture of the effects of depth
rotation on the efficiency of object recognition. Indeed, re-
sults range from those of studies that suggest that recog-
nition is largely insensitive to view in depth (see, e.g.,
Biederman & Gerhardstein, 1993, Experiment 1, in a
priming study of the naming of line drawings of familiar
objects) to those of studies in which performance was
found to be highly dependent on view in depth (see, e.g.,
Edelman & Bülthoff, 1992).

Biederman and Gerhardstein (1993) argued that many,
if not all, of the studies that suggest that recognition is
highly view dependent used tasks and experimental stim-
uli that do not accurately reflect the ecological recogni-
tion of objects at a basic level. There has been criticism
of these claims (see, e.g., Tarr & Bülthoff, 1995; but see
also Biederman & Gerhardstein, 1995). Here we provide
a further test of these claims, by employing tasks (nam-
ing and the priming of picture naming) and stimuli (line
drawings of familiar objects drawn from different basic
level categories) that are similar to those employed in the
studies of Biederman and Gerhardstein (1993, 1995). In
our studies, we investigated whether the recognition of
familiar objects was view sensitive even under these con-
ditions and, if so, how sensitive object recognition was to
variation in the view in depth of an object.
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In a series of three experiments, we examined, first, the effects of viewpoint in depth on the efficiency
of initial picture naming and, second, the effects of priming on subsequent naming. On initial presen-
tation, foreshortened views were harder to name than were more typical (nonforeshortened) views. In
addition, priming increased as a function of the similarity of the prime and target. Indeed, if a fore-
shortened view of an object had already been named, the subjects named a subsequent foreshortened
view of that object as fast as or faster than they named a subsequent, more typical view. These results
provide evidence against theories that predict full view-invariant object recognition and view-invariant
priming of object recognition. Instead, the results support theories that suggest that object recognition
is mediated by stored representations that are both view- and object-specific.
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In this paper, two different effects of viewpoint on pic-
ture identification were examined. First, we investigated
the recognition and naming of stimuli that had not been
seen before (although representations of the object classes
were assumed to be stored by subjects). The stimuli were
line drawings of familiar objects, depicted from a range
of different, carefully controlled views in depth. To date,
there has been little research into the effects of view in
depth on the initial recognition efficiency of familiar ob-
jects. A disadvantage in recognizing foreshortened views
has been reported for both normal subjects (Humphrey
& Jolicoeur, 1988, 1993; Srinivas, 1993, 1995) and for
neuropsychological patients (Humphreys & Riddoch,
1984; Warrington & Taylor, 1973, 1978). However, no
attempt was made in any of these studies to investigate
systematically the effects of depth rotation across a range
of different views. This was, however, done in the pres-
ent studies.

Second, we examined the effects of view on the prim-
ing of picture naming. View effects on priming may dif-
fer from view effects on initial object naming, and prim-
ing studies can provide more detailed information about
the view sensitivity of the visual processing system than
can studies of the efficiency of initial picture naming.
Studies such as those reported by Humphrey and Joli-
coeur (1993) and by Palmer et al. (1981) indicate that, on
initial presentation, some views of an object are more
canonical and easier to recognize than others. Although
this result is interesting, effects of view on initial nam-
ing can be accounted for by differences in relatively early
stages of visual processing that are not specific to the ob-
jects presented, with canonical views being encoded more
efficiently than other views. As we outline below, using
priming, we can distinguish between those view-specific
effects that are due to early, general visual processes and
those that are due to later, object-specific visual processes.

Consider two possible loci of view effects on object
recognition. First, effects may be the result of variation
in the efficiency of early, general visual processing for
different, depth-rotated views, caused by variation in the
ease of encoding image representations. For example,
Marr (1982) suggested that a foreshortened view disad-
vantage may be caused by difficulties in deriving the main
axis of an object from a foreshortened image. Within a
bottom-up framework for vision (Marr, 1982), this prob-
lem occurs prior to, and outside of, the influence of
stored representations of particular objects. Second, and
in contrast, view effects may be caused by relatively late,
object-specific difficulties in matching “on-line” image
descriptions of certain views to view-sensitive stored ob-
ject representations (e.g., because parts of the object spec-
ified in its structural description are obscured; see Bie-
derman, 1987; Biederman & Gerhardstein, 1993).

Thus, view-specific effects on recognition can be ac-
counted for by both early, general visual processes and
later, object-specific processes, and the relative contri-
bution of these two processes to initial identification can-
not be determined. However, the probable loci of view

effects can be distinguished by studies of priming. First,
suppose that view effects are wholly a result of variation
in early, general visual processes, prior to the matching
of the views to memory. Any priming of these early pro-
cedures may be view specific but should not be specific
to the objects presented as primes. Object-specific prim-
ing may still occur in this case—for instance, because of
the preactivation of object semantics and name represen-
tations—but such priming should be independent of the
effects of viewpoint; good and poor views should produce
equal object-specific priming of target identification.

In contrast, if view effects are the result of different
views of an object activating different stored object rep-
resentations, priming may be sensitive to the specific
combination of the view and the object being presented.
Specifically, if stored object representations are view
specific, activation of a particular representation by a
prime should benefit most the subsequent recognition of
targets that are matched to the same view-sensitive rep-
resentation. Such priming would thus be tied to the par-
ticular view of a particular object that subjects have al-
ready experienced. Greater priming would be predicted
for views that are similar to or identical to previously rec-
ognized views, independent of the effects of the canoni-
cality or “goodness” of a view (cf. Palmer et al., 1981).

The degree of specificity of any such view- and object-
sensitive priming should also help to constrain hypothe-
ses about the nature of the stored representations in-
volved in object recognition. On some accounts, such as
the recognition-by-components theory of Biederman
(1987), priming should generally be independent of view-
point, since the derived image descriptions should be rel-
atively robust to viewpoint change. View-specific prim-
ing should emerge only under conditions in which a
change in view alters the visibility of parts or of the spa-
tial relations between parts across two views of an object
(Biederman & Gerhardstein, 1993).

Three picture naming experiments are reported in this
paper, in which these issues are investigated. In Experi-
ment 1, we assessed the effect of view in depth on the ini-
tial naming of line drawings of familiar objects. In addi-
tion, we investigated view effects on priming. The view
of the object first named (the prime) was manipulated rel-
ative to a subsequent view of the object (the target), which
was named in a second block. The results suggested,
first, that, on initial presentation, foreshortened views were
the most difficult to name and, second, that targets were
primed most effectively by primes that were similar to
the target.

In Experiment 2, we investigated the effect of view in
depth on the initial naming of familiar objects and fo-
cused on the effects of severe foreshortening, using a set
of highly foreshortened line drawings of objects. As in
Experiment 1, there was a clear disadvantage for naming
the fully foreshortened view of an object when it was first
presented. However, unlike Experiment 1, increasingly
foreshortened views were increasingly difficult to name,
resulting in a monotonic relation between the degree of
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foreshortening and the ease of object recognition. Thus,
the foreshortened view disadvantage extended over a range
of views rotated away from the fully foreshortened view.

In Experiment 3, we investigated the effects of view
on priming, as in Experiment 1; however, in Experiment 3,
we employed the same stimuli as those in Experiment 2
and focused on the effects of view in depth on the prim-
ing of extremely foreshortened views. The results of Ex-
periment 3 fully supported those of Experiment 1, with
targets being primed most effectively by views that were
similar to the target, even when the prime and target dif-
fered in view by as little as a 10º rotation in depth. To-
gether, the results of the three experiments suggest that
highly view- and object-specific representations are used
in object recognition and priming.

EXPERIMENT 1

In Experiment 1, we investigated two related questions.
First, how does depth rotation influence the initial iden-
tification of familiar objects? Second, what is the effect
of view in depth on the priming of naming these stimuli?
With respect to the first issue, there have been a number
of studies that have reported relatively poor initial recog-
nition of foreshortened views of familiar objects, in both
the normal and the neuropsychological literature (Hum-
phrey & Jolicoeur, 1988, 1993; Humphreys & Riddoch,
1984; Srinivas, 1993; Warrington & Taylor, 1973, 1978).
Of particular interest is the study by Humphrey and Joli-
coeur (1993), in which subjects named line drawings of
foreshortened (80º) and nonforeshortened (45º) views of
common objects. The 80º foreshortened views were de-
picted from an elevated angle and had been carefully se-
lected so as not to occlude components, parts, or fea-
tures. Despite these measures, foreshortened views were
named more slowly and less accurately than were non-
foreshortened views, which suggests that foreshortening
per se reduces the efficiency of object recognition, even
when foreshortening does not lead to the accretion and
deletion of object parts.

However, as outlined in the introduction, this fore-
shortened view disadvantage could be due to view speci-
ficity being localized at different stages of visual pro-
cessing. There could be a general problem in the initial
visual encoding of foreshortened views, and/or there
may be a later, object-specific problem in identifying fore-
shortened views that is due to the disruption of matching
to stored view-specific object representations. Note that
the quality of a particular view of an object (as determined,
for example, by the occlusion of an important defining
feature) may influence view-specific effects at either or
both of these stages of visual processing.

If all view-specific effects arise early in processing, we
can predict that object-specific priming will be view-
invariant. This follows if view- and object-specific effects
influence separate stages of object recognition (respec-
tively, initial general encoding processes and subsequent
object-specific access to stored knowledge). In contrast,

if view-specific effects are due solely to later object-
specific processes, all priming should be both view- and
object-specific. In this latter case, any initial disadvantage
in naming foreshortened objects (for example) should be
reduced if the same objects have earlier been seen in
foreshortened views, but not if (1) other objects have been
seen in foreshortened views or (2) the same objects have
been seen in a canonical view. This is because when both
primes and targets are foreshortened, they should be
matched to the same stored object representation, whereas
canonical primes may be matched to a different view-
specific representation. Finally, priming effects may be
a combination of early, general, and later object-specific
processing. Studies of the effects of viewpoint changes
on priming provide a critical test of theories of visual ob-
ject recognition.

In Experiment 1, we investigated the effect of priming
on object naming as a function of the view in depth of
prime and target stimuli. The design of the experiment
was very similar to that of Experiment 1 of Biederman and
Gerhardstein (1993). The results from that experiment led
the authors to conclude that the priming of visual recog-
nition of familiar objects was relatively robust to changes
in view in depth. Similar conclusions have been reached
from other experiments in which the effects of visual sim-
ilarity on the priming of face and object recognition were
investigated (Bruce & Valentine, 1985; Brunas, Young, &
A. W. Ellis, 1990; Brunas-Wagstaff, Young, & A. W. Ellis,
1992; Johnston, Barry, & Williams, 1996; Warren & Mor-
ton, 1982; but see A. W. Ellis, Young, Flude, & Hay,
1987); however, previous studies have not examined the
range of views and stimuli used here.

In Experiment 1, subjects named the same set of fa-
miliar objects twice, once in a prime block and then around
5 min later in a target block. In the prime block, objects
were presented at a range of different views. In the target
block, the subjects only saw either noncanonical, fore-
shortened views or relatively canonical, nonforeshort-
ened views. These two target views were selected for com-
parison on the basis of a rating study in which the same
stimuli were used (Lawson & Humphreys, 1996). The
stimuli presented in Experiment 1 were similar to those
employed by Humphrey and Jolicoeur (1993); they were
line drawings of familiar objects depicted from an ele-
vated angle that revealed the upper surface and major
parts of each object. The effects of foreshortening would,
therefore, not be expected to be as severe as those for ob-
jects depicted from a less elevated angle (see Experiments
2 and 3; Figure 1).

Method
Subjects. There were 84 subjects, who were paid to participate.

In all of the experiments reported in this paper, the subjects were
from the University of Birmingham, England, and were native
speakers of English, aged between 18 and 35 years of age, with nor-
mal or corrected-to-normal vision.

Materials. A set of six views of each of 36 familiar objects was
produced (see Appendix A). All the objects possessed an unam-
biguous main axis of elongation, and the objects were rotated about
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the vertical axis running through their center point. Each view was
separated by a 30º horizontal rotation in depth. The angle of view
was defined with respect to the line of sight of the viewer, relative
to the main axis of the object. The 0º view revealed the main axis
perpendicular to the line of sight of the viewer. In the 90º fore-
shortened view, the main axis of elongation pointed directly toward
the viewer and revealed either the most familiar front of the object
or the view with the most important feature to the front (e.g., the 90º
view of a kangaroo was depicted facing head on rather than tail on,
and the saw was depicted with the blade closest to the viewer, and
the handle furthest away). Six views of each object were produced,
at 0º, 30º, 60º, 90º, 120º, and 150º views (see Figure 1; see also
Lawson & Humphreys, 1996).

The stimuli were line drawings, produced by tracing and then
scanning photographs or scale models of the objects. The photo-
graphs were taken from a slightly elevated angle of between 15º and
30º above the horizontal plane on which the object rested. This
angle was maintained as a constant during the depth rotation of each
object. An elevated angle was used in order to ensure that the effects
of foreshortening the main axis of the object were not too severe
and that all views were recognizable. Each picture was scaled so as
to occupy a square of 6 3 6 cm.

Design. The subjects completed two blocks of trials—a prime
and then a target block. Each subject saw one view of each of the
36 objects in each block. For the prime block, there were six differ-
ent picture sets. In each prime picture set, 6 of the 36 objects were

shown at each of the six different depth-rotated views (0º, 30º, 60º,
90º, 120º and 150º). The set of 6 objects shown at each view was
rotated in a Latin Square design across the different prime picture
sets, so that, over all the picture sets, each object was seen six times,
once at each view. Fourteen subjects were assigned to each prime
picture set. Of these 14, 7 were then presented with the foreshort-
ened 90º view target block and 7 with the canonical 150º view tar-
get block, in which all 36 objects were shown in either the 90º or
the 150º view, respectively. The order of presentation of trials
within a block was random and was different for each subject.

Apparatus and Procedure. A Macintosh IIci computer running
the Psychlab Version 8.5 presentation package was used to display
the stimuli. The experiment lasted about 10 min.

The procedure for each trial was as follows: A fixation cross ap-
peared on the screen for 500 msec, followed immediately by the
picture, which was displayed until the subject responded by naming
the object. Responses were recorded by the computer, using a mi-
crophone and a voice-activated relay.

Before the start of the experiment, the subjects read a list of the
names of the objects that would appear. This measure was intended
to reduce variability in name finding (Biederman & Cooper, 1991a;
Srinivas, 1993). The subjects were then given a block of practice tri-
als, in which objects that were different from those presented in the
experimental trial were used. The subjects were encouraged to
name the pictures as rapidly and as accurately as possible.

Results
Response latencies (RTs) less than 300 msec or exceed-

ing 3,000 msec were discarded as errors. In addition, tri-
als in which the subjects used an inappropriate name or
in which the microphone was accidentally activated be-
fore the subject responded were discarded as errors. All
subjects scoring over 33% errors across the 36 objects in
the experiment were replaced. Errors for a given object
were counted if they occurred in either the prime or the
target block; so, to be included, the subjects had to name
at least 25 of the 36 objects correctly in both the prime
and the target block. Nine subjects were replaced in Ex-
periment 1 by this criterion, of whom six had received
the canonical view only target block.

Mean correct RTs over subjects in the prime and tar-
get blocks are shown in Figure 2; errors are given in
Table 1. In this and in the following experiments, the re-
sults for both by-subjects and by-items analyses are re-
ported, using subscripts F1 and F2, respectively. Separate
analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were conducted on the
results from the prime and the target blocks.

Prime block only analysis. For the analysis of the
prime block alone, a trial was discarded only if an error
occurred in the prime block (see Table 1). An ANOVA
was conducted on the mean correct naming RTs. There
was one within-subjects factor, prime view (the view of
the picture presented in the prime block, 0º, 30º, 60º,
90º, 120º, or 150º).

The main effect of prime view was significant across
subjects and marginally significant across items [F1(5,415)
5 5.121, p < .001; F2(5,175) 5 2.202, p < .06]. For sub-
jects only, 90º views were named more slowly than were
30º, 60º, 120º, and 150º views ( p < .05; Newman-Keuls
analysis). In addition, 0º views were named more slowly
than 60º views ( p < .01).

Figure 1. A comparison between the different views of the sta-
pler presented in the two picture sets used in this paper. The
upper six pictures are examples of the views presented in Exper-
iment 1. The lower three pictures are examples of the views pre-
sented in Experiments 2 and 3.

0º 30º 60º

90º 120º 150º

90º 80º 70º
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An ANOVA was also performed on the log-linear trans-
formed error scores. The effect of prime view was signif-
icant [F1(5,415) 5 4.227, p < .001; F2(5,175) 5 3.560,
p < .005]. There were fewer errors in naming 120º views
than in naming 0º, 90º, or 150º views ( p < .05; Newman-
Keuls analysis), and 30º views ( p < .05 for subjects, not
significant for items).

A second analysis of the prime block only data was
conducted, including target view (the view of the picture
presented in the target block, 90º or 150º) as a between-
subjects factor. There was no significant effect of target
view and no significant interaction of prime view 3 tar-
get view for RTs or for errors. This analysis was conducted
as a precautionary measure, and it provided no evidence
to suggest that there was a difference in the prime block
between the subjects assigned to the two different target
view conditions.

Target block only analysis. For the analysis of the tar-
get block, a trial was discarded if the subject made an error
in naming an object in either the prime block, the target
block, or both blocks (see Table 1). In the items analysis,
a small number of empty cells were replaced by the mean
for that condition. An ANOVA was conducted on the mean
correct naming RTs. There was one within-subjects fac-
tor, prime view (0º, 30º, 60º, 90º, 120º, or 150º), and one
between-subjects factor, target view (90º or 150º).

The main effect of prime view on target block naming
was not significant [F1(5,410) 5 0.362, p > .8; F2(5,175) 5

0.396, p > .8], nor was the main effect of target view sig-
nificant [F1(1,82) 5 1.336, p > .2; F2(1,35) 5 0.049, p >
.8]. The interaction of prime view 3 target view was
significant [F1(5,410) 5 3.809, p < .003; F2(5,175) 5
3.517, p < .005].

Separate trend analyses were conducted for the 90º
and 150º target block RTs. For the 90º targets, the analy-
sis revealed a significant quadratic component to the RT
function [F1(1,204) 5 8.4217, p < .01; F2(1,174) 5
6.9011, p < .01]. The linear, cubic, and quartic compo-
nents were not significant. For the linear component,
F1(1,204) 5 3.6320, p > .05, F2(1,174) 5 2.3060, p >
.05; for the cubic component, F1(1,204) 5 0.0382, p >
.05, F2(1,174) 5 0.2763, p > .05; and for the quartic
component, F1(1,204) 5 0.0074, p > .05, F2(1,174) 5
0.0987, p > .05. Similarly, for the 150º targets, there was
a significant quadratic component to the RT function
[F1(1,204) 5 4.9578, p < .05; F2(1,174) 5 5.3060, p <
.01]. The linear, cubic, and quartic components were again
not significant. For the linear component, F1(1,204) 5
0.3742, p > .05, F2(1,174) 5 0.1573, p > .05; for the cubic
component, F1(1,204) 5 0.0666, p > .05, F2(1, 174) 5
0.0263, p > .05; and for the quartic component, F1(1,204) 5
0.6328, p > .05, F2(1, 174) 5 0.2928, p > .05.

These reliable quadratic components were due to the
mean RT’s being bowed about the 90º prime view for
both 90º and 150º target views. RTs to 90º targets were
fastest when the primes were also 90º views; in contrast,

Figure 2. Mean correct response times for prime and target block trials in which the subject named the object
correctly in both blocks, for 90º and 150º target views, as a function of prime view, in Experiment 1. Note that the
x-axis plots the prime view of an object presented and that the two lower lines of the figure plot responses to iden-
tical target views (either all 90º or all 150º target views); hence the differences between the points along the lower
two lines were due solely to the experience of subjects in the previous prime block with a particular set of objects.
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RTs to 150º targets were slowest when the primes were
90º views.

An ANOVA was also performed on the log-linear trans-
formed error scores. The main effect of prime view was
significant [F1(5,410) 5 3.814, p < .003; F2(5,175) 5
4.055, p < .004], but target view was not significant
[F1(1,82) 5 0.004, p > .9; F2(1,35) 5 0.272, p > .6]. The
interaction of prime view 3 target view was not signifi-
cant [F1(5,410) 5 0.685, p > .6; F2(5,175) 5 0.404, p >
.8]. Overall, as in the prime block, there were fewer er-
rors to trials primed by a 120º view, as compared with
trials primed by 0º and 90º views ( p < .01, Newman-
Keuls analysis) and by 30º, 60º, and 150º views (not sig-
nificant for subjects, p < .05 for items).

In addition, the target block analyses were repeated,
but including correctly named target trials, irrespective
of whether the prime had been named correctly. The pat-
tern of results across RTs was identical to that found for
the first RT analysis. There were no significant effects in
the error analysis. Thus, there was no indication of an il-
lusory priming effect in the target block that was due to
the elimination of more difficult items following prime
block errors (see Wheeldon & Monsell, 1992).

Discussion
The results from the prime block analysis support the

results of Humphrey and Jolicoeur (1993). There was a
disadvantage for the initial naming of foreshortened, as
compared with nonforeshortened, views of objects. We
can conclude that there are view effects on the initial
naming of stimuli from familiar object categories, even
when objects are depicted from an elevated angle so as
to reduce the accretion and deletion of parts across dif-
ferent views. Note, however, that the effects are small and
are basically confined to a foreshortened view disadvan-
tage, relative to the other views examined here. The 0º

views also tended to be named more slowly than were
other nonforeshortened views. However, this disadvan-
tage could have been an artifact of the stimuli used, since
all views were scaled to occupy a 6 3 6 cm square. After
scaling, the 0º views were disproportionately small in
area, and some details were lost or were very small for
these views, relative to other views. In Experiments 2 and
3, the effects of view in depth on naming were enhanced
by presenting highly foreshortened views. This allowed
a more detailed investigation of the nature of the fore-
shortened view disadvantage revealed in Experiment 1.

Importantly, the analysis of priming indicated that, for
a given target object, naming was sensitive to which prime
view of that object had been presented. There was a sig-
nificant quadratic component to the data for subjects who
received 90º targets and for subjects who received 150º
targets, reflecting the increasingly slow naming of tar-
gets primed by stimuli that were increasingly dissimilar
to the target (see Figure 2). Note that the results impli-
cate combined view- and object-specific priming effects.
For a particular object, a very different pattern of results
was obtained that was dependent on which prime and
target views were presented. For example, if an object was
named at a 150º view in the prime block, it was named
faster if it was again presented at a 150º view in the tar-
get block (mean, 830 msec), compared with if it was pre-
sented at a 90º target view (874 msec). However, if an
object was initially named at a 90º prime view, it was
named more efficiently at a subsequent 90º target view
(822 msec) than at a 150º target view (874 msec). Note
that the x-axis of Figure 2 plots the prime view of an ob-
ject presented, and that the two lower lines of the figure
plot responses to identical target views (either all 90º or
all 150º target views); hence, the differences between the
points along the lower two lines were due solely to the
prior experience of the subjects with a particular set of
objects in the prime block.

These results cannot be given an a priori explanation
by theories that propose that effects of viewpoint are
solely a result of early visual processes common to all
objects—for example, because of variation in encoding
efficiency prior to matching to stored knowledge (see,
e.g., Marr, 1982). Any priming of early, general encod-
ing procedures should have had equivalent effects on all
targets presented at a given view and should not have var-
ied as a function of whether particular target objects had
appeared as primes in those views. However this predic-
tion was not supported. Naming of a given target object
was affected by the earlier prime view of the object pre-
sented. Indeed, naming a foreshortened, 90º view in the
prime block was sufficient to reverse the 90º view dis-
advantage for that object in the target block, although
there remained a substantial disadvantage for 90º targets
seen earlier as 0º primes (see Figure 2). Similarly, in a se-
quential picture–picture matching task (Lawson & Hum-
phreys, 1996), we reported that matching was faster if
both pictures depicted the same or similar views of an
object, independent of the initial ease of recognition of

Table 1
Mean Error Rates (%) For Errors Made in the Prime Block
Alone (Used in the Prime Block Analysis), Errors Made to

Objects in the Prime, the Target or in Both Blocks (Used in the
Target Block Analysis), and Errors Made in the Target Block,

Irrespective of the Errors Made in the Prime Block, as a
Function of Prime and Target View in Experiment 1

Prime View

Target View 0º 30º 60º 90º 120º 150º

Prime Block Alone Errors

150º 12.3 11.1 10.3 14.7 4.8 14.7
90º 12.3 10.3 8.7 15.5 7.9 10.7

Difference 0.0 +0.8 +1.6 20.8 23.1 14.0

Total Errors in Prime and Target Blocks

150º 19.5 17.1 16.7 20.2 9.5 16.3
90º 19.8 14.3 15.1 19.5 12.7 16.7

Difference 20.3 12.8 11.6 10.7 23.2 20.4

Target Block Alone Errors

150º 11.9 10.7 10.7 9.1 7.9 10.3
90º 10.3 6.4 8.3 10.7 7.5 8.3

Difference +1.6 +4.3 +2.4 21.6 +0.4 +2.0
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the individual views. In that study, pairs of identical views
(both 90º or both 150º) and pairs of similar views (90º
and 60º; 150º and 180º) were matched more efficiently
than were pairs of dissimilar views (90º and 180º; 150º
and 60º).

Interestingly, the degree of view sensitivity found in
Experiment 1 suggests that, if view-invariant object rec-
ognition is achieved, it is only over a narrow range of
views. We return to this point after Experiments 2 and 3,
which examined the effects of even smaller (10º) rota-
tions in depth.

The results from Experiment 1 provide support for
theories that propose that the visual system employs view-
specific object representations to achieve recognition.
When primes and targets are more similar, there is greater
priming, because similar primes and targets are more
likely to map onto the same stored view-specific represen-
tation (see, e.g., Tarr & Pinker, 1989).

Interestingly, 150º targets were primed by 0º and 30º
views as strongly as by identical 150º prime views. If it
were only the physical rotation in depth between the prime
and targets that determined the magnitude of priming,
the naming of 150º targets primed by 150º, 120º, 90º,
60º, 30º, and 0º views should be increasingly slow. In-
stead, we observed a quadratic function, with 150º tar-
gets primed by 90º views being named more slowly than
150º targets primed by any other view. The present results
are, therefore, inconsistent with theories that predict that
the physical rotation of the stimulus is the sole determi-
nant of view-specific effects—for example, simple men-
tal rotation models. Note that around two-thirds of the
objects presented were bilaterally symmetrical, and most
of the remaining objects were almost bilaterally sym-
metrical, so that 30º and 150º views were usually mirror
images of each other and, therefore, would reveal iden-
tical parts, features, and occluding contour (bar a mirror-
image reflection).

EXPERIMENT 2

The results from the prime block of Experiment 1 re-
vealed that the initial naming of pictures was sensitive to
view and, specifically, that the naming of foreshortened,
90º views was disadvantaged. Experiment 2 extended that
study, in order to investigate the cause and the extent of
the foreshortened view disadvantage. In Experiment 1,
60º and 120º partially foreshortened views were named
at least as efficiently as other, less foreshortened views
(0º, 30º, and 150º). The difference between the recogni-
tion efficiency of partially foreshortened 60º and 120º
views and the more foreshortened 90º views could be a
result of a number of different factors—for instance, fea-
ture or part occlusion, symmetry, or occluding contour
changes—or because foreshortened, 90º views tend to
reveal only a single (front or rear) surface of an object
and so appear more two-dimensional than do partially
foreshortened views. Which factors cause the foreshort-
ened view disadvantage? Pertinent to this question is the

form of the function relating the recognition efficiency
of nonforeshortened, partially foreshortened, and fully
foreshortened views. Does the foreshortened view dis-
advantage dissipate rapidly with decreasing foreshorten-
ing, or is there a more gradual decline in the effects of
foreshortening?

The former case, of a highly tuned disadvantage for
fully foreshortened views only, would suggest that there
is a specific problem in recognizing 90º views, caused by
a catastrophic visual change for fully foreshortened views
of objects. For example, fully foreshortened views com-
monly possess strong vertical (and often horizontal) sym-
metry, which is lost very rapidly as the object is rotated
in depth away from the fully foreshortened view. Sym-
metry may be coded prominently in image descriptions
of fully foreshortened views, but, because the symmetry
is only present for such highly unusual, unstable views,
it is not likely to be encoded in any stored object repre-
sentations. This would result in a poor match between
the image description of the fully foreshortened view and
the stored object representation. In addition, fully fore-
shortened views (and views with the main axis fully ex-
posed) often reveal only a single surface and appear
more two-dimensional, relative to partly foreshortened
views. If three-dimensional structural information is im-
portant for object recognition (Enns & Rensink, 1990a,
1990b, 1991), the relative lack of this information would
result in a specific disadvantage for the recognition of
fully foreshortened, as compared with partially foreshort-
ened, views.

In contrast, if increasingly foreshortened views become
more difficult to recognize over a range of partially fore-
shortened views, this would suggest that there are one or
more factors that influence the recognition of all fore-
shortened views, with the magnitude of the factor(s) vary-
ing monotonically as foreshortening increases. For ex-
ample, the occluding contour generally changes smoothly
and gradually as an object rotates in depth. Furthermore,
the occluding contour of foreshortened views is often
uninformative about object identity, whereas the occlud-
ing contour of nonforeshortened views generally appears
to provide sufficient information for accurate recogni-
tion (Hayward, 1998; Lawson & Humphreys, in press). If
the foreshortened view disadvantage is caused by diffi-
culties in recognizing the object from occluding contour
information, a smooth, monotonic decrease in the ease of
recognition with increasing foreshortening would be pre-
dicted. Similarly, important distinguishing features and
parts are more likely to be occluded as an object be-
comes more foreshortened. If recognition is based on the
availability of these features and parts—for instance, as
Biederman (1987) proposes—then, again, recognition
should be increasingly difficult for increasingly fore-
shortened views.

An investigation into the nature and extent of the fore-
shortened view disadvantage was conducted in Experi-
ment 2. The subjects named a set of familiar objects once
only. All objects were depicted from a foreshortened
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viewpoint, from partially foreshortened (60º, 70º, 80º)
to fully foreshortened (90º) views (see Figure 3). Unlike
the stimuli used in Experiment 1, objects were depicted
from a nonelevated angle; so, the fully foreshortened 90º
view used in Experiment 2 was more strongly foreshort-
ened than the 90º view presented in Experiment 1. The
90º view revealed little or no upper or side surface infor-
mation and often appeared two-dimensional (see Figure 1).

Method
Subjects. There were 64 subjects, who were paid to participate.
Materials. A set of four views of each of 72 common, everyday

objects was produced (see Appendix B). The objects were taken
from four broadly defined categories: animals, vehicles, household
items, and machines. Unlike the objects presented in Experiment 1,
no object was strongly elongated, and there was a low aspect ratio
for all views of every object. The low aspect ratio reduced variation
in the area of the different depicted views of a given object, which
was a potential confound with the stimuli presented in Experi-
ment 1. The angle of view was defined with respect to the line of
sight of the viewer, relative to the main axis of the object, as for the
first set of stimuli (see Experiment 1, Materials). The main axis was
defined as being the most elongated axis or the main axis of sym-
metry of the object. Objects were rotated about the vertical axis
running through their center point. The four views of each object
were 60º, 70º, 80º, and 90º; thus, all views were partially or fully
foreshortened (see Figure 3).

The stimuli were line drawings, produced by tracing and then
scanning photographs or scale models of the objects. Unlike the
first set of stimuli, the photographs were taken from a position that
was both vertically and horizontally aligned with the center of the
object. Thus, the object was fully foreshortened in the 90º view, and
the effects of foreshortening were more severe than for the initial set
of stimuli tested in Experiment 1 (see Figure 1). Each picture was
scaled to occupy a square of 6 3 6 cm.

Design. On each trial, a picture of an object was presented at 60º,
70º, 80º, or 90º. The subjects completed one block of trials only,
consisting of one view of each of the 72 objects. There were four
different picture sets. In each picture set, 18 of the 72 objects were
shown at each of the four different views. The set of 18 objects shown
at each view was rotated in a Latin Square design across the four
different picture sets, so that, over the four sets, each object was
seen four times, once at each view. Sixteen subjects were assigned
to each picture set. The order of presentation of trials within a block
was random and was different for each subject.

Apparatus and Procedure. These were identical to those in Ex-
periment 1.

Results
Response latencies less than 300 msec or exceeding

5,000 msec were discarded as errors. In addition, trials
in which subjects used an inappropriate name or in
which the microphone was accidentally activated before
the subject responded were discarded as errors. All sub-
jects scoring over 40% errors across the 72 objects in the
experiment were replaced (6 subjects).

Mean correct RTs over subjects are shown in Figure 4;
errors are given in Table 2. In the items analysis, there
were a small number of empty cells that were replaced by
the mean for that condition. An ANOVA was carried out
on the mean correct naming RTs. There was one within-
subjects factor, view (60º, 70º, 80º, or 90º).

The effect of view was significant [F1(3,189) 5 18.817,
p < .001; F2(3,213) 5 14.825, p < .001]. The 90º views
were named more slowly than were 80º views (p < .01,
Newman-Keuls analysis), which in turn tended to be
named more slowly than were 70º views ( p < .01 for sub-
jects; not significant for items) and 60º views ( p < .05).
There was no significant difference in naming latencies
between 70º and 60º views.

An ANOVA was also performed on the log-linear trans-
formed error scores. The effect of view was significant
[F1(3,189) 5 93.278, p < .001; F2(3,213) 5 39.344, p <
.001]. More errors were made when naming 90º views, as
compared with 80º views ( p < .01, Newman-Keuls analy-
sis), to which, in turn, more errors were made, as com-
pared with 70º and 60º views ( p < .05). There was no sig-
nificant difference in the error rates for 70º and 60º views.

Discussion
The results clearly revealed that, across the 70º, 80º,

and 90º views, objects were named increasingly slowly
and decreasingly accurately as they became more fore-
shortened. However, there was no significant difference
in the naming efficiency of the 60º and 70º views. Thus,

Figure 3. Examples of the four different views of the dinosaur,
bicycle, and clock presented in Experiments 2 and 3.

90° 80° 70° 60°
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the fully foreshortened view was not uniquely difficult to
recognize; partially foreshortened views were also hard
to recognize. The monotonic relationship between the de-
gree of foreshortening of a stimulus and its ease of recog-
nition, for the 70º, 80º, and 90º views, suggests that a
common factor, or set of factors, varies as a depicted ob-
ject is rotated in depth to become foreshortened—for ex-
ample, the occluding contour of the object or the visibil-
ity of an object’s features and parts. The results refute
the hypothesis that the foreshortened view disadvantage
is caused only by a catastrophic visual change in the image
for the fully foreshortened view, as compared with par-
tially foreshortened views—for example, because of the
strong symmetry or the two-dimensional appearance of
fully foreshortened views.

EXPERIMENT 3

In Experiment 3, the effect of a prime on the efficiency
of naming a subsequent target view of the same object
was investigated as it was in Experiment 1. However, the
stimuli presented in Experiment 3 were the same highly
foreshortened views of objects as those used in Experi-
ment 2. Thus, the difference in the angle of rotation be-

tween adjacent views was much smaller here than in Ex-
periment 1, being only 10º, as compared with 30º ear-
lier. This is important, given the results of Experiment 1,
which revealed that the efficiency of naming a target
view was influenced by which view of the object had
previously been named in the prime block. Experiment 3
attempted, first, to replicate the results reported in Ex-
periment 1, using a new set of objects depicted from a dif-
ferent range of views. Second, Experiment 3 extended Ex-
periment 1, in investigating the degree of sensitivity of
target naming to the view of the prime—was the amount of
priming observed significantly different for targets ro-
tated by just 10º in depth from each other?

Method
Subjects. There were 56 subjects, who were paid to participate.

No subject had participated in Experiment 2.
Materials. The 60º, 70º, 80º, and 90º views of 64 of the 72 ob-

jects used in Experiment 2 were used (the following eight items were
tested but were not included in the analyses of results of Experi-
ment 3, because of an error in counterbalancing: corkscrew, deer,
dinghy, hair clip, hovercraft, paperclip, pint glass, and wardrobe).

Design. On each trial, a picture of an object was presented at 60º,
70º, 80º, or 90º. Each subject saw one view of each of the 64 ob-
jects in each block. The subjects completed five blocks of trials,
three practice blocks, followed by a prime and finally a target block.
The practice blocks were included in order to try to improve sub-
ject’s accuracy in the two experimental blocks, since Experiment 2
had revealed the difficulty in naming these stimuli on initial pre-
sentation. For a given subject, the practice and prime blocks were
identical. For the practice and prime blocks, there were two differ-
ent picture sets. In each picture set, 32 of the 64 objects were shown
at 60º and 32 at 90º. A given object was presented at 60º in one pic-
ture set and at 90º in the other set. Twenty-eight subjects were as-

Figure 4. Mean correct response times as a function of view, in Experiment 2.

Table 2
Mean Error Rates (%) as a Function of

Picture View, in Experiment 2

Picture View

60º 70º 80º 90º

Percentage errors 12.3 12.7 18.8 38.7
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signed to each of the two prime picture sets. Each group of 28 sub-
jects was divided into four subgroups, each with 7 subjects, and
each subgroup was assigned to a different target picture set. In each
of the four target picture sets, 16 of the 64 objects were shown at
each of four different views—60º, 70º, 80º, and 90º. Of these 16 ob-
jects, 8 had been seen at 60º and 8 at 90º in the prior prime and
practice blocks. The set of objects shown at each view was rotated
in a Latin Square design across the different target picture sets, so
that over all four target picture sets, each object was seen four times,
once at each view. The order of presentation of trials within a block
was random and was different for each subject.

Apparatus and Procedure. These were identical to those in Ex-
periment 1, except that, in the three practice blocks, if subjects named
an object incorrectly, they were told the correct name. No feedback
was given in the prime and target blocks.

Results
Errors were scored as in Experiment 1. No subject

scored over 33% errors across the 64 objects in the ex-
periment, and so no subjects were replaced. An error for
a given object was included if it occurred in the prime or
in the target block or in both blocks, so that, for at least
43 of the 64 objects, all of the subjects named the object
correctly in both the prime and the target block.

Mean correct RTs over subjects in the prime and target
blocks are shown in Figure 5; errors are given in Table 3.
Separate ANOVAs were conducted on the results from
the prime and the target blocks.

To illustrate the importance of the initial practice blocks
in Experiment 3, Figures 6A and 6B give the mean RTs
and percentage errors, respectively, for Experiment 2 and
for the prime and target blocks in Experiment 3, plotted
as a function of whether a 60º or a 90º view was presented
on a given trial. Note that, in Experiment 2, relative to

Experiment 3, different subjects were tested, eight addi-
tional objects were included in the mean results, and no
feedback was provided; thus, the results across the two
experiments cannot be compared directly. However, it is
clear that, for RTs and especially for errors, overall per-
formance improved and the foreshortened view disad-
vantage was reduced as subjects gained experience with
the experimental stimuli, from initial recognition (Ex-
periment 2) to naming after completing three blocks of
practice trials (in Experiment 3).

Prime block only analysis. For the analysis of the
prime block alone, a trial was only discarded if an error
occurred in the prime block. An ANOVA was conducted
on the mean correct naming RTs. There was one within-
subjects factor, prime view (the view of the picture pre-
sented in the practice and prime blocks, 60º or 90º).

The main effect of prime view was signif icant
[F1(1,55) 5 108.805, p < .001; F2(1,63) 5 35.207, p <
.001]. In the prime block, 60º views were named more
quickly than 90º views. An ANOVA was also performed
on the log-linear transformed error scores. The main ef-
fect of prime view was significant [F1(1,55) 5 5.231 p <
.03; F2(1,63) 5 4.313, p < .05]. In the prime block, 60º
views were named more accurately than were 90º views.

A second analysis of the prime block only data was
conducted, including target view (the view of the picture
presented in the target block, 60º, 70º, 80º, or 90º) as a
within-subjects factor. There was no significant effect of
target view, and there was no significant interaction of
prime view 3 target view, for RTs or for errors. This analy-
sis was conducted as a precautionary measure, and it
provided no evidence to suggest that there was a differ-

Figure 5. Mean correct response times for prime and target block trials in which the subject named the ob-
ject correctly in both blocks, for 60º and 90º prime views, as a function of target view, in Experiment 3.
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ence in the prime block between the subjects assigned to
the four different target view conditions.

Target block only analysis. For the analysis of the tar-
get block, a trial was discarded if the subject made an
error in naming an object in either the prime block, the
target block, or both blocks (see Table 3). In the items
analysis, a small number of empty cells were replaced by
the mean for that condition. An ANOVA was conducted
on the mean correct naming RTs. There were two within-
subjects factors, prime view (60º or 90º) and target view
(60º, 70º, 80º, or 90º).

The main effect of prime view was not significant
[F1(1,55) 5 0.036, p > .8; F2(1,63) 5 0.059, p > .8], but
target view was significant [F1(3,165) 5 25.701, p < .001;
F2(3,189) 5 21.174, p < .001]. The 90º targets were named
more slowly than were the 80º or 70º targets ( p < .01,
Newman-Keuls analysis), which, in turn, were named
more slowly than were the 60º targets ( p < .05). The
interaction of prime view 3 target view was also signif-
icant [F1(3,165) 5 15.989, p < .001; F2(3,189) 5 23.145,
p < .001]. The 90º targets primed by 60º views were named
more slowly than was any other view ( p < .01, Newman-
Keuls analysis). In addition, the 60º targets primed by 60º
views were named faster than was any other view ( p < .05
for subjects, p < .01 for items). These results can be re-
stated as follows: 90º targets were named faster when pre-
ceded by 90º primes than when preceded by 60º primes
( p < .01); prime view (60º or 90º) did not significantly in-
fluence the speed of naming 80º and 70º targets; finally,
60º targets were named faster when preceded by 60º
primes than when preceded by 90º primes ( p < .01).

An ANOVA was also performed on the log-linear trans-
formed error scores. The main effect of prime view was
not significant [F1(1,55) 5 0.134, p > .7; F2(1,63) 5
0.165, p > .6], but target view was significant [F1(3,165) 5
4.505, p < .005; F2(3,189) 5 2.779, p < .05]. The 90º tar-

gets were named less accurately than were the 60º targets
( p < .05, Newman-Keuls analysis). The interaction of
prime view 3 target view was significant across subjects
only [F1(3,165) 5 4.023, p < .009; F2(3,189) 5 1.708,
p > .1]. For subjects only, 90º targets primed by 60º views
were named less accurately than was any other view ( p <
.05). No other comparison was significant.

In addition, the target block analyses were repeated,
but correctly named targets were included irrespective
of whether the prime had been named correctly. The pat-
tern of results across RTs was identical to that found for the
first RT analysis. In the error analysis, the effect of prime
view was significant across subjects only [F1(1,55) 5
5.087, p < .03; F2(1,63) 5 2.423, p > .1]. Targets primed
by a 60º view tended to be named less accurately than
were targets primed by 90º views. Target view was sig-
nif icant [F1(3,165) 5 4.781, p < .004; F2(3,189) 5
2.944, p < .04]. The 90º targets were named less accu-
rately than were 70º and 80º targets ( p < .05 for subjects,
not significant for items; Newman-Keuls analysis) and
60º targets ( p < .05). The interaction of prime view 3
target view was also significant [F1(3,165) 5 13.709,
p < .001; F2(3,189) 5 9.050, p < .001]. The 90º targets
primed by 60º views were named less accurately than
was any other view ( p < .01 for subjects, p < .05 for
items). Thus, there was no indication of bias or confound
effects in the first target block analysis, because of tar-
get trials being eliminated following prime block errors.

Discussion
The results from the prime block revealed strong ef-

fects of view, with a clear advantage for naming 60º views
over 90º views, for both RTs and errors. This effect of
view persisted, despite three prior practice blocks in which
the subjects had named stimuli that were identical to
those presented in the prime block and had been given
feedback after incorrect responses. The view effect was
also still present in the target block of Experiment 3,
when comparing the efficiency of naming 60º views, rel-
ative to 90º views, after priming by identical views (60º
and 90º, respectively; see Figure 6). However, in Exper-
iment 3, relative to Experiment 2, the foreshortened view
disadvantage did reduce, for RTs (see Figure 6A) and,
especially, for errors (see Figure 6B). The disadvantage
for naming a 90º, as compared with a 60º, view was around
200 msec on RTs and 26% on errors on initial naming (Ex-
periment 2), but only around 115 msec on RTs and 2%
on errors after three practice blocks of naming with feed-
back (prime block of Experiment 3). This still signifi-
cant but reduced effect of view after practice is similar to
that reported for the repeated naming of plane disoriented
views of familiar objects (Jolicoeur, 1985; Jolicoeur &
Milliken, 1989).

The results from the target block analysis of Experi-
ment 3 fully concur with the results obtained from Ex-
periment 1. In both experiments, increased priming was
observed when the prime and target were more similar in
view. Indeed, in Experiment 3, priming was significantly

Table 3
Mean Error Rates (%) for Errors Made in the Prime Block
Alone (Used in the Prime Block Analysis), Errors Made to

Objects in the Prime, the Target or in Both Blocks (Used in the
Target Block Analysis), and Errors Made in the Target Block,

Irrespective of the Errors Made in the Prime Block, as a
Function of Prime and Target View in Experiment 3

Target View

Prime View 60º 70º 80º 90º

Prime Block Alone Errors

60º 3.4 3.8 4.0 3.4
90º 3.8 5.4 5.8 6.5

Difference 20.4 21.6 21.8 23.1

Total Errors in Prime and Target Blocks

60º 5.6 7.6 9.4 14.5
90º 8.3 9.6 9.6 8.3

Difference 22.7 22.0 20.2 +6.2

Target Block Alone Errors

60º 2.2 3.8 6.3 12.1
90º 5.4 5.6 4.0 3.1

Difference 23.2 21.8 12.3 19.0
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Figure 6. Mean correct response times (A) and percentage errors, ignoring any errors made in
earlier blocks (B), as a function of the view of the object being named, either 60º or 90º. Results are
presented for Experiment 2 (on initial presentation of the stimuli, for 72 objects, with no response
feedback provided) and for Experiment 3 (on the fourth, prime, and fifth target presentations of
the stimuli, for 64 of the 72 objects presented in Experiment 2, with the correct response provided
as feedback to incorrect responses during the initial three practice presentations only). For a given
object in Experiment 3, in the prime block results, the subjects were naming an identical view for
the fourth time; in the target block identical results, the subjects were naming an identical view for
the fifth time; and in the target block different results, the subjects were naming a 60º view after four
blocks of naming a 90º view, or they were naming a 90º view after four blocks of naming a 60º view.
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influenced by as little as a 10º rotation in depth. Note
that, in Figure 5, it might appear that, for foreshortened,
90º primes, there was little effect of the prime view on
the naming of target views and that only for 60º prime
views was there a strong effect of prime view on the
naming of target views. However, this is a misleading de-
scription of the results, since there was a large baseline
difference between the efficiency of naming 60º and 90º
views (see above; see also Figures 6A and 6B). When
this baseline difference is taken into consideration, it is
clear that there was a strong priming effect for foreshort-
ened, 90º target views that were preceded by 90º prime
views in Experiment 3. This resulted in 90º target views
being named just as efficiently as less foreshortened and
more canonical 60º, 70º, and 80º targets that had also
been preceded by a 90º prime (see Figure 5).

Supporting the conclusions drawn from Experiment 1,
the view effects found in the target block of Experiment 3
cannot be accounted for solely in terms of the absolute
canonicality or goodness of the target views. Foreshort-
ened 90º targets were named as eff iciently as more
canonical targets when they had previously been seen as
foreshortened primes. These results also preclude an ex-
planation wholly in terms of subjects’ developing a gen-
eral compensation strategy to cope with image foreshort-
ening, during the course of the practice and prime blocks
of Experiment 3. There was still a strong foreshortened
view disadvantage for those 90º target view objects that
had previously been named at 60º views in the practice and
prime blocks.

The present combined view- and object-specific prim-
ing effects provide evidence against any claim of general
view invariance in the recognition of familiar objects. In-
stead, our results are consistent with a number of recent
studies that have demonstrated highly view-specific recog-
nition of novel objects (see, e.g., Bülthoff & Edelman,
1992; Edelman & Bülthoff, 1992; Humphrey & Khan,
1992; Rock & Di Vita, 1987), while extending these re-
sults to the case of familiar objects. The results provide
support to theories that propose that multiple view-specific
object representations are stored (see, e.g., Tarr & Pinker,
1989). Optimal priming with such representations re-
quires that a given familiar object is depicted from within
a relatively narrow range of similar views. This priming
leads to more efficient identification of a subsequent, sim-
ilar target view of that object.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The results of the three picture-naming experiments
reported here allow us to draw a number of conclusions
about the effects of depth rotation on the efficiency of
object recognition. First, foreshortened views were rela-
tively difficult to name when pictures were first presented
(Experiments 1 and 2), and, for a narrow range of highly
foreshortened views, initial naming latencies and errors
increased with increasing foreshortening (Experiment 2).
These results support previous experimental and neuro-
psychological findings, in demonstrating that foreshort-

ened views are particularly difficult to recognize (Hum-
phrey & Jolicoeur, 1993; Humphreys & Riddoch, 1984;
Srinivas, 1993; Warrington & Taylor, 1973, 1978). Fur-
thermore, the monotonic increase in naming latencies
across 70º, 80º, and 90º views (Experiment 2) suggests
that there is a common difficulty in the recognition of
both partially and fully foreshortened views. The nature
of this problem has not been fully specified as yet. From
the results of Humphrey and Jolicoeur, it does not appear
to be due solely to the deletion of parts, since they found
a foreshortened view disadvantage for stimuli in which
all the major parts of an object remained visible. An al-
ternative is that representations of foreshortened views
are not stored, as these views are uncommon and unsta-
ble across viewpoint shifts. For recognition to take place,
images of foreshortened views must be transformed
prior to matching to more canonical view-specific stored
representations.

Second, in Experiments 1 and 3, the view of a prime
influenced strongly the ease of naming a target view of
the same object presented several minutes later. This
contrasts with a number of earlier reports that have em-
phasized the relative insensitivity of priming to visual
similarity for both objects and faces (Biederman & Ger-
hardstein, 1993; Bruce & Valentine, 1985; Brunas et al.,
1990; Brunas-Wagstaff et al., 1992; Johnston et al., 1996;
Warren & Morton, 1982). However, in Experiment 3
here, even 10º rotations in depth between primes and tar-
gets significantly affected the efficiency of target nam-
ing. In addition, in both Experiments 1 and 3, the fore-
shortened view disadvantage was eliminated completely
by priming from a foreshortened view. Finally, in Exper-
iment 1, we found that priming was not tied to the par-
ticular mirror-image version of a stimulus that had been
presented. Identical and mirror-image primes were equally
effective, indicating that view-specific effects were not
simply tied to the difference in physical rotation between
prime and target views. Overall, for a given object, prim-
ing increased as the similarity between the prime and tar-
get increased, and this priming extended over several
minutes. The temporal separation between primes and
targets here was similar to that in prior studies of priming
(see, e.g., Biederman & Gerhardstein, 1993). The prim-
ing effects that we have observed are therefore relatively
long term, view specific, and object specific.

Why have we observed strong view-specific priming
effects here, when previous investigations have reported
relatively weak or nonexistent effects? We suggest that,
relative to most earlier experiments, our studies were
more sensitive to the effects of rotation in depth. Our ex-
periments were designed to specifically investigate this
issue; we used large numbers of both subjects and items;
we carefully manipulated view in depth over a range of
views; and we analyzed over both subjects and items.
Priming of picture naming produces relatively noisy data,
and it can be difficult to demonstrate clear effects with-
out the above measures being taken. In addition, we note
that marginal effects of depth rotation were obtained in
Experiment 1 of Biederman and Gerhardstein (1993).
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However, we should also emphasize that our results
suggest that subjects do benefit greatly from generalizing
prior experience across different views. Figures 2 (from
Experiment 1) and 6 (from Experiments 2 and 3) indi-
cate a clear overall improvement in performance with ex-
perience in naming the same object, even when that ob-
ject is presented in different prime and target views. In
this paper, we have concentrated on the theoretically re-
vealing view-specific benefit for prior identical presen-
tations of the target, relative to prior presentations of a
different view to the target. However, we should not over-
look our ecologically important ability to take advantage
of the prior identification of a familiar object from a dif-
ferent view in depth. Generalization over view can be ac-
counted for within a view-specific framework, if it is as-
sumed that a given view may be matched to more than
one stored, view-specific representation. In this case, prim-
ing may benefit nonidentical (and even visually dissim-
ilar) target views, although such priming should be re-
duced relative to that observed for identical target views.
In addition, semantic and name priming would probably
have increased object-specific but non–view-specific
priming levels in Experiments 1 and 3.

Overall, these results can be taken as evidence against
theories that propose that all view effects on recognition
are a result of variation in early, general encoding stages
of visual processing, prior to accessing stored object rep-
resentations (see, e.g., Marr, 1982). The results also pro-
vide evidence against theories that predict that object
recognition is largely view invariant. Instead, the results
indicate that highly view-specific object representations
are stored. If two views of the same object are dissimi-
lar, they may activate different image descriptions, which,
in turn, may be matched to different view-specific stored
object representations. Priming will then be reduced, rel-
ative to when two views are sufficiently similar to be
matched to the same view-specific stored representation.
Note that the present results indicate that stored object
representations must be tightly bound to specific view-
points, since even 10º rotations in depth in Experiments
2 and 3 influenced the efficiency of identification and
priming. It is likely that this view specificity is particu-
larly highly tuned around certain critical views—for in-
stance, as a result of foreshortening. Thus, the data
demonstrate that, for critical vantage points, there is a high
degree of dependence of object recognition on subjects’
experience with particular views of specific objects.
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APPENDIX A
The 36 Objects Presented in Experiment 1

banana kangaroo screwdriver
bone key shoe
camel knife spanner
can opener leek spectacles
car loaf spoon
clothes peg paperclip stapler
coat hanger pen telephone
comb pencil tennis racquet
corkscrew razor toothbrush
fork ruler torch
hammer saw train
iron scissors whisk

APPENDIX B
The 72 Objects Presented in Experiments 2 and 3

Animals Machines Vehicles Household

bird binoculars aeroplane boot
camel calculator bicycle cassette tape
cow camera bulldozer catapult
crocodile can opener bus clothes peg
deer clock cannon pair com-
passes
dinosaur corkscrew car dustpan
dog gun caravan hair clip
elephant holepunch cement mixer ink jar
giraffe iron dinghy jug
hippopotamus kettle forklift mug
horse lamp helicopter oil can
kangaroo lighter horsebox paperclip
pig radio hovercraft pint glass
rhinoceros weighing scales lorry saucepan
sheep stapler steamroller shoe
tortoise telephone tank teapot
walrus toaster tractor trophy
whale whisk train wardrobe
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